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The activity in Los Cedros was attended by 4 boys and 7 girls between the

ages of 11 and 12 years. Their expectations were very good, they felt good

and are learning many new things. They participated preparing the

ingredients such as flour , eggs , butter , baking powder and knead the

dough. then ADDING other ingredients such as ham, cheese, tomato, onion

and sweet pepper , they were very thoughtful and with great desire to

learn, we liked their spirit and joy, that motivates us to continue to

empower children and youth. Everything was very nice with the new

activity, thanks to further promote children 's interest in learning !

Learning achievements: children learn to work together and work with

the consumables. They measured the ingredients following the safety and

hygiene all the time. all together prepared pizza and loved this activity.





Comments
Heysell (11 years old): “My experience of making pizza was very amazing

when knead the dough and then when the bake, I thank the donors of this kind

of bakery for allowing us the honor to learn a new class, I give thanks to

Wisconsin and donors. For the next class we want to make lemon crepes . "

Kristel (11 years old): “This class was amazing

because I learned to make pizza because I love cooking

thanks to donors of this project. “

Dere (11 years old): “Today Friday was excellent

because we made pizza and learned to knead the

dough , cut ham, crumble cheese and many other

ingredients , for the next class we want to do lemon

crepes”





Heysell (12 years old):

"I am very happy because my dream was to learn how to make pizza and

share it with my family. I am grateful to you and Wisconsin for helping us with

this project because we can learn so many things to do like pizza, cookies and

would like to learn how to make lemon crepes"

Noelia (13 years old):

"I loved to make pizza with the explanation of teacher Karla who teaches us

with great patience and love. I thank the people who are supporting this

project."

Génesis (12 years old):

“For me it was very well because we learned to

make pizza and we all participated, I would like you

to come back so that we can learn more. Thank you

for coming. I am thankful to Wisconsin and to

people who donated the materials to learn.”



Derling (12 years old):

"Today was very nice, we made pizza with ham and cheese was fun

because we all participate in kneading the dough, and the other

procedures. In the next class I would like to cook lemon crepes.”

Isaac (11 years old):

"Well, I learned how to prepare pizza and would like

to have a new experience of making lemon crepes

but only God and donors decide if we will have

another meeting . Thank you, I remain delighted with

everything we did today . "

Ashley (12 years old):

"What I like most of the class was the way teacher

Karla explained and teach us to make pizza. I was

happy for the teaching she gave us, is the first time I

make my own pizza. I am very grateful to teacher

Karla and Jael for their time and patience. Huge

thanks to Wisconsin and the donors. "



“In each activity we have with children I feel very 
happy because they are assimilating the learning 
process. We observe changes in children mainly with a 
lot of discipline and order. 
For us, this is one more reason to keep learning and 
through written evaluations they are improving their 
way of expressing their feelings. Good organization of 
the team is critical to the project. "

-Jael



"In this second meeting with the children of Los Cedros, we saw how they have

that spark of wanting to learn more and get a lot of patience in every recipe.

That encourages us to give more of ourselves and share new teachings in each

place or Learning Center we on behalf of the Organization Wisconsin/

Nicaragua, directed from here by Mirna, supported by us and funded by

Wisconsin donors, But, I have to say everything is not perfect and we have to

change some things, one of which is the danger to move the gas cylinder back

and forth from the Office, at some point we go by bus and can not carry it on

buses, we need more commitment from Los Cedros LC in this bakery project to

be successful. It remains for me to say that we have to put love, faith, strength

of spirit and tolerance in every step we take. Thank you for your love and

support for this noble project. "

-Teacher Karla


